What People Are Saying About
Driving EssentialsXE
Forbes interviews Virtual Driver Interactive (VDI)
President & CEO, Bob Davis, about Driving
EssentialsXE in the article "Can An Xbox Driving
Game Actually Make a Teen Cautious on the
Road?" Read More
ABC 7 in Washington DC reports that the Driving
EssentialsXE video game CAN teach teens to
drive safely. Read More

“I was interested in my son having the
opportunity to learn some being able to learn
the dangers of the road without actually being in
danger.” – Drew’s Mother
KENS 5 San Antonio TV station reports how
Driving EssentialsXE video game aims to curb
teen driving accidents. “All the lessons are
super interactive because teens just don't want
to be talked to, they want to get in and get
started.“ – Bob Davis, VDI CEO. Read More
ABC 15 station in Phoenix shows how
technology is driving kids into the future with a
teen driver training program on Xbox.
Read More
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“It exposes teens to all sorts of scenarios and
familiarizes them with the rules of the road.” Dan Hinton, Driver Ed Instructor, Deer Valley
High School

What People Are Saying

ABC10 features Driving Essentials XE and shows
how it helps teens learn the basics of safe
driving and also helps them deal with
dangerous and distracting situations that they
can experience on the road. Read more.
“It’s one thing to learn the rules of the road on
paper or in class. But when you can actually
see it and do it yourself … and have to think
about all those little things that go together, it’s
going to produce a better driver.”
- Jennifer Warnick, Alex’s Mother Read More
News4 in Nashville shows how the new Driving
Essentials XE video game can teen drivers the
rules of the road. Read more.
WBZ-TV in Boston shows how teens can learn
to drive with Driving Essentials XE Xbox training
program. Read more.
“It’s the first time a video game has made a
lasting impression. If everyone got to do this I
think so many accidents could be prevented. My
brain is re-wired for driving.”
- E. Salley, 14 year old
VDI’s Bob Davis and Andre Luongo demonstrate
Driving EssentialsXE on KOVR-TV
Good Day Sacramento/CBS show. View video
here
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